episodic volatility events in the market that have
specifically affected SFIX and stocks with similar factors.
This past January, one such event occurred in the highly

publicized Gamestop saga, precipitating a short squeeze
that forced many hedge funds to reduce their gross and
net exposures. In US markets, after experiencing
three-plus months of significant appreciation among
small-cap, high-growth, high short interest, and

high-momentum cohorts, it became clear that "forced"
buying was occurring and would likely be short lived. This
came to a head on January 27th, where correlations
between any company with elevated short interest
collapsed close to 1.0 (i.e. perfect correlation). The

entirety of the basket jumped in tandem with Gamestop.
We took advantage of this volatility, booking gains in a

portion of our position on January 19th (at $82.44) and
January 27th (at $105.90). Once the forces of this unique
backdrop subsided, a highly publicized factor rotation

ensued, the hardest hit including momentum, growth, and
small-cap companies. This in conjunction with a lackluster

earnings print allowed us to repurchase shares on March
15 (at $57.66).

New Positions
Applied Materials, Inc. [AMAT] - See Contributors and
Detractors.

Match Group, Inc. [MTCH] - Match is the largest global
player in the online dating space with leading brands in

Tinder, Match, Hinge, Plenty of Fish, and Chispa.
Approximately 40% of relationships start online (as of
2017, up from 5% in 2000), a trend we see unlikely to

reverse course. We see a player focused on the space

with a portfolio of brands being able to generate

significant value and innovation among an estimated
global singles marketplace of 1.09 billion individuals. The
expansion of the online dating market began in the US,
with Tinder exploding in popularity due to the low barrier
of attracting a potential date via a "swipe right" on your

phone. In the United States, product adoption rose from
16% to 47% in the 18-24 year-old segment across 2012
to 2020. A significant runway in global markets remains,

where Match holds key leadership positions in many
global locations, particularly India and Japan, where

adoption in 2018 was just 11% and 17% respectively.
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Timing-wise, we expect Match to be an under-the-radar
reopening play, as many singles have paused dating due
to COVID concerns and will look to make up for lost time.
Additionally, significant product improvements have been
made around la carte spending, which should become

a

evident in the model later this year.

Arista Networks, Inc. [ANET] - a former Growth Equity

position, Arista has been a high profile company since its

founding by highly-regarded Cisco alums. After the stock
essentially flat-lined since early 2018, we thought it
merited revisiting our thesis given an improvement to its
business prospects. Last year proved particularly

challenging for ANET, with a bumpy year of spend by top
customers Microsoft and Facebook pausing, due to
natural digestion and Intel delaying its CPU transition to

7nm. As we move into 2021, we see improving catalysts
for Arista. FB will need to upgrade its network after
spending on a server refresh last year, and the next
industry cycle of 400Gbps is finally developing. As such,

we expect a materially better year for Arista even amidst

network chip shortages. From a bigger picture standpoint,
Arista is in a great position to continue to disrupt Cisco
and take share in the enterprise campus. Advances along
Moore's Law cost curve, and software operating system
improvements, now allow Arista to address a much larger
percentage of its customers legacy feature sets inside of
the campus. These customers have previously only been

able to take advantage of Arista's networking software

and equipment inside of the cloud datacenter. This
insertion point should be easier for Arista, since it utilizes
the same embedded merchant silicon in its campus

offerings as it does in the data center.

Snowflake, Inc. [SNOW] - Snowflake, one the
highest-profile IPO's of 2020, priced significantly above its

offering of $120, opening at $245 on 9/16/2020 and

peaking at $319 on its first day. Investor exuberance

fueling this initial strength included a proven team led by
Fred Slootman and Mike Scarpelli, who are back to build

their third enterprise software company after previous
successful stints at DataDomain and ServiceNow. SNOW

rose to $429 in early December, before taking it on the

chin from the aforementioned factor rotation. The stock's
subsequent drop below its IPO price in late March
afforded us the opportunity to enter our position.
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